Last time I was called to go somewhere special, was when I was chosen as best human kart pilot and carried to Mario World, where I was until the tourney ended (which, obviously, I won), and it was great. An accident made Yoshi to go with me, so I applied the standard caring process, being the hardest part keeping him hidden. I guess someone would mistake him as a dangerous animal and kill him, but since nobody saw him I couldn’t know that. A month later, he found a way to come back and I was all alone… again. The years happened and I forgot this happened… until now.
	This kind of stuff happened again, but I wasn’t expecting it at any point and it’s probably worse. I’m sort of living in another era and some non-human came with me; but like the crystal-like batteries, these guys scattered all around the city. What can I do?
	I think I should seek my friends first, but one should be killed because, in fact, it’s an enemy. And, unlike Chris, I won’t let him live. As far I remember, Chris, Mark, Margaret, Victoria, Harry and Carl are the friends who came with me, and the enemy is Tim. What makes Tim so bad? Well, this is the looong answer:
	At first, he wants to steal the special batteries I stole from a nice green Chevy SS few days ago. He says these crystals (or gems, as he says) belong to a man called Sam, and he needs them for some experiment, so he was called to recover them. This is the reason. Now, few hours later I found Chris, who is one of the few humans in the group, and some minutes later I found Harry, lying on a broken car, fainted. We, Chris and me, carried him to my Cadillac. Harry is a hare, a very nice one who is always developing software and stuff. The next day I found Mark, a dog, who is quite angry when someone insists to do/say something he already said no.
But now Tim, very dumb, came in front of me to grab a bag with two of these batteries but I didn’t let him by accelerating in the car. I found some information about that Sam, but other than his last name (Harrison), I can’t find anything useful there, so I abandon that and continue seeking.
Next day, Victoria and Carl (a rabbit and a fat cat, respectively) are found in a rolled over car on a side of an outgoing road. A bit later, I find Margaret in a videogame store (in fact, all we landed in February 16, 1986 and she likes the videogames and the consoles of this age). I forgot to add that Margaret is a human as well, so we’re all together again. Next mission: find the batteries. How we’ll achieve this? We’ll know tomorrow… see you later!

